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Standard Bank – for those who don’t know (or think we’re someone else …)
Investment Banking in Africa
Standard Bank has
an unrivalled
presence in subSaharan Africa with
on-the-ground
presence in 20
African countries

Our Presence





Largest Pan-African footprint
In-country connections and expertise
Excellent Cross-Border Connectivity
Local balance sheet

Our People


Dedicated Oil and Gas specialist teams in London,
Johannesburg, Lagos, Nairobi and New York
In-house petroleum engineer and ex-industry employees
Full range of expertise in-country through local teams




Operational overview


Investment banking presence across the region and in key
markets strengthened by recent acquisitions:

–
–
–
–

IBTC Chartered Bank, Nigeria
CFC Bank, Kenya
Recently opened in South Sudan
Recently opened a branch office in Cote d’Ivoire



Over 150 years of experience in Africa



Largest bank in Africa by assets, capital and headcount



Approximately 49,000 employees in 20 African countries



Headquartered in Johannesburg



Growth on the continent is a key strategic focus area

2000

Africa’s 2015 top
bank in the ranking
of 1,000 banks
globally – ranked
123 (only African
bank in top 150) and
Africa’s largest
lender
- The Banker

ZAR million

1600
1200
800
400
Standard Bank
Stanbic Bank
Stanbic IBTC Bank
CFC Stanbic Bank
Representative office

0
Market Cap Total Assets Book Value
of Assets
Standard Bank

Nedbank

Total
Total
Deposits Advanced to
Customers
FNB ABSA
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Connecting Africa to the World
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Our global presence extends our services to clients in Asia, Europe, Middle East and the Americas
Standard Advisory London Limited
London



Established in 1992, the London office has
more than 250 employees in Investment and
Transactional Banking
Standard Advisory is a resource specialist, with
strong commodities and corporate banking
capabilities

Standard US
New York / Houston



Standard acts as a sales and distribution
platform for products and services from Africa
into the USA
We engage with corporates, funds and
investors interested in doing business in Africa
and connects them to appropriate opportunities

Standard Bank (China Branch)
Beijing / Shanghai / Hog Kong



Shanghai and Hong Kong offices facilitate trade
and investment requirements of our Chinese
clients into Africa
Our partnership with the ICBC boosts our ability
to facilitate and finance increasing trade flows
between Africa and Asia

Standard (Dubai Branch)
Dubai


Ability to leverage of presence in the region to
engage with key Middle East investors

Today’s Talk
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Bank finance is potentially a mystery to many people - even for those attending today that work in reserves and resource estimation
on a daily basis



I’ve assumed this to be the case and that a bit of scene setting is required, so …

… apologies for those familiar with Senior Debt financing

… but for those who aren’t hopefully by the end you’ll find it useful
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1. Oil and Gas Lending Products
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Cash flow based Structures Available at Different Stages of Asset Life
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Time

Project development

Exploration
Appraisal
FEED
EPC (s) agreed
Project contract(s) agreed

Sources of Funding

Construction
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FDP
Approval
(Partners)

FDP
Approval
(Government)

First
Production

Completion

Equity
Project/Development Finance
Reserve Based Lending
RCF
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Senior Debt Structures used in Oil and Gas Financing
Cash flow-based financing

Level of
structuring/
Lender controls
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Balance sheet-based financing

Project/Development
Finance
Based on future cash flows
from a developing asset
Structured around
development risk
Used by E&P companies at
an early stage or as ringfenced finance on particular
assets
Tight structuring and
monitoring

Reserve Based
Lending
Based on future cashflows
of producing assets
Typically limited or no
development risk
Ideally based on portfolio of
assets but can be based on
a single asset
Used by E&P companies
Relative tightly structured

Pre Export/Prepayment
Finance


Financing specific
commodity/payment
flow(s)



Typically backed by
corporate credit



Limited asset due diligence
depending on
scale/diversification of
asset base

Corporate RCF


Assessed on a Corporate
level, as opposed to on an
asset level



For more established
companies



Limited/no asset due
diligence



Less tightly structured

Increasing asset/corporate cashflows and production
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2. Reserve Based Lending
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What is an RBL?
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Introduction


Reserve based lending is a long established product in bank-led oil and gas financing, beginning onshore Texas in the 1970s before
spreading to the North Sea and other geographies



A loan where the amount borrowed is sized on the projected net present value of cash flows generated by an asset or portfolio of
assets, already in production or shortly due to start production



The Borrower is not required to have a strong balance sheet or a good profit track-record as the loan is sized on forward looking
cash flows



Allows Banks to support small to medium-sized independent upstream companies



Also benefits large corporates as they are able to ring fence assets in difficult jurisdictions and raise money against them



Loan proceeds usually used to develop an asset, although can be used for other specific purposes



Recourse is to the borrower, secured by future cash flows, with loan proceeds primarily used to develop an asset – reserve-based
lending is a hybrid of project finance, corporate finance and asset backed finance

Who would use an RBL and why ?


Small to large independent E&P companies



National Oil Companies



Private Investors
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Financing capital expenditure to improve production rates,
delay decline rates



Finance development projects or exploration/appraisal costs
by leveraging off existing cash flows



Financing working capital



Financing an acquisition



Finance carry-costs (i.e. IOC / NOC JV)
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However …… an RBL is not a blank cheque !!


There are multiple restrictions and covenants applied to size the debt and define the re-payments terms
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Structural elements of an RBL


RBLs are typically Revolving - the amount available for borrowing will increase or decrease during the loan-life to reflect changes in
assumptions (changes in oil price, taxation, production performance, new reserves coming on-line, new discoveries, etc.)



Typical tenors are 5years, may be shorter if certain conditions are in-place (i.e. licence expiry or renewal)



The facility amount amortises and available funds that can be drawn reduce as expected production and future net cash flow decline
towards the end of the loan-life



The Borrowing Base Amount is periodically re-calculated (usually on a semi-annual basis) and is based on Cash Flows Available
for Debt Service (“CFADS”)



RBLs are mainly based on Proved Reserves although Probable Reserves may also be eligible to be included in the borrowing base
given certain criteria. Possible Reserves and Contingent Resources are never considered in RBL financing.



Input parameters are “risked” to reflect the level of confidence of the Technical Bank on the recoverability of the reserves being
assessed during the loan-life – this is where the input from a Reserves Report (and its quality ….) is key



Borrowing base calculations are based on a conservative oil price deck with gas / LNG prices usually discounted to that in the offtake / sales contracts



Security is required by the Lenders :

– shareholders of the company which holds the borrowing base assets pledge their issued shares, whilst the company itself
pledges the actual assets

– security is taken over a collection account by the Lenders, into which the entire proceeds from the sale of hydrocarbons
produced by the borrowing base assets are deposited

– incurrence of further indebtedness without lenders prior permission and restrict borrower from granting security over assets


Lenders will strictly monitor liquidity and sources/uses of cash flows with documentation defining a strict waterfall

– if required Lenders may place additional restrictions on the Borrower
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Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

 Field performance-related: amount that can be borrowed

13

Disadvantages



grows with increased production and reserves

 Lenders are motivated to support the long term future of the
Borrower’s operations

 If the deal is syndicated, it raises the group’s profile in the
international loan markets

 Revolver allows the Borrower to draw as and when required,
thus reducing overall financing costs

 Allows for a variety of off-takers as security is tied more to the
field performance than the offtake contracts

 The headline amount of the facility does not attract full






Field performance-related: if performance is poor, the
Borrowing Base Amount can decrease, potentially triggering
a larger than expected repayment in any given period
Forced re-payments typically occur when borrower can least
afford it
While a revolver is flexible it does incur commitment fees on
the committed undrawn amount
As a bespoke financing, it is reasonably time consuming and
therefore slightly more expensive to structure and document
Typically more onerous informational requirements with ongoing due diligence requirements

commitment fee (only the Borrowing Base Amount)

 Cheaper financing costs than would normally be available to
a company with a limited balance sheet

 Debt capacity may be higher than a traditional corporate loan
 Regular re-determination process gives early warnings of
potential problems giving time to re-size/re-structure to suit
forward economic conditions
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Key facts about RBLs
1

Lower cost source of financing

2

Flexible to suit asset – not a cookie cutter approach

3

Typically Revolving and capped by the lower of the BBA or the facility amount

4

Ensures a fully funded project provided original assumptions are correct

5

Ability to add assets to increase facility amount

6

Tried and tested product

7

Borrowing base amount moves with the project and oil price

8

Although the oil price may be volatile the RBL price deck is much less so - both on the way up
and way down

9

Able to be syndicated and financing can be from 20 million to several billion dollars

10

Can be quite onerous, i.e. semi-annual re-determinations
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3. Determining the Borrowing Base
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The Borrowing Base Amount
Determination of a borrowing base amount


The Borrowing Base Amount (“BBA”) is based on the net present value of the cash flows arising from the assets included in the
transaction (the Borrowing Base Assets)



Cash flow Available for Debt Service (“CFADS”) for each period in the loan and field life is assessed as follows :

+ Gross Revenues
– Royalties
– Operating costs
– Taxes
– Ongoing Capex
– Government Share of Profit Oil (where relevant)
= Cash flow Available for Debt Service



The cash flows are based on a number of technical and economic assumptions :

– technical assumptions include the reserves estimates which will need to be assessed by an independent reservoir/petroleum
engineer. Lenders require an independent reserves report which will set out the production and cost profiles for each category
of reserves (PDP, PDNP, PUD, 1P, 2P)

– technical assumptions are further risked by the Technical Bank
– economic assumptions include the commodity price deck, discount rate (that reflects the Cost of Debt only) and the
appropriate tax regime


The Net Present Value of the CFADS for the loan life and field life are then divided by specific cover ratios to determine a
Borrowing Base Amount
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Banks’ View of Oil and Gas Lending Risk ?


Banks are risk-averse and do not like uncertainty when lending off their own balance sheet



The Banking Case that underpins an RBL is designed to minimise the risk that the Bank will not be fully re-paid

“Reports that say that something [will or will not] happen are always interesting to [a Bank]
because as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also
know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know.
But there are also unknown unknowns – the ones we don't know we don't know. And if one looks
throughout the history of our [industry], it is the latter category that tend to be the difficult ones.”
[Adapted] from a response US Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld gave to a question at a news briefing in 2002
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Risk Assessment
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Risks that lenders will take into account when assessing an RBL
Reserve risk

The appraisal status of the borrowing base assets is key in determining the likelihood that the project will
be financed - if the borrower has a limited balance sheet, the bank will be directly exposed to the
reservoir / reserve risk for the borrowing base assets from day one

Technical and
operational risks

The risk that the assets underperform due to lack of operator expertise - Bank must undertake technical
due diligence and where appropriate site inspection

Foreign exchange and
interest rate risks

The risk that the Borrower’s cash flows are reduced due to movements in FX and interest rates

Commodity price risk

The risk that oil prices fall below the price deck assumed for the facility

Development Risk

The risk that the forecast production levels are not achieved due to the failure of the proposed field
development

Security risk

The risk that the assets underperform due to security threats or incidents – requires adequate insurance
to be in place

Environmental risk

The risk of non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations – all major international banks
adhere to the Equator Principles and needs to protect their own corporate reputation in the face of
potential adverse publicity

Off-take risk

The risk of non-performance under the off-take agreement

Regulatory risk

The risk of a potential regulatory changes that could affect future cash flows (i.e. taxation changes)

Political risk

The risk of nationalisation, expropriation, licence revocation, and/or an adverse change in law



As such, RBLs require a significant level of due diligence typically updated semi-annually, including :

– legal, financial, insurance, tax, technical and environmental
– this can be onerous for a small company and difficult to accept by the larger ones !
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Lender Technical Due Diligence
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Banks that undertake the MLA or Technical Bank role employ dedicated
Technical Advisors to provide an independent overview of project risk and
identify the key technical uncertainties as part of the Lender’s due diligence
process



Bank Engineers provide general technical advice to the various investment
streams and advise on the correct risk tolerance independent of any overarching business drivers

– this provides comfort to both the internal and syndicate lender credit
approval process


Banks rely on reserve and resource evaluations conducted on behalf of the
Borrower

– these reports are rarely suitable for use in a Senior Debt / Bank
lending environment

– typically they need to be de-constructed to allow the Banking Case to
be built from the bottom-up using only those elements that are relevant
to the specific financing terms

– existing assumptions and risking need to be understood and where
necessary backed-out and replaced with those acceptable to the
Technical Bank
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It is not the role of the Bank Engineer to “re-engineer” or “influence” the
Client’s proposed activity but to identify the inherent risks to the Lenders that
may arise because of it
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Lender Technical Due Diligence
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Bank requires Borrowers to employ independent third parties to analyse project risks fully
Requirement
Competent Persons Report (CPR)
Reserves

Reserves Report to applicable standard or regulatory body
(SPE PRMS, SEC, TSX, ASX)

Technical



Asset specific report reviewing facilities and “surface risk”: project design,
technology, execution, budget, schedule
May include a review of commercial and offtake arrangements (particularly
GSAs) and community/socio-economic issues

Due Diligence is on-going - prior to undertaking any financing and at each re-determination the Lender must provide :

– annual or semi-annual update of Independent Reserves / Technical / Environmental Reports
– update of production data, approved budgets, costs profiles/phasing and realised sales information
– all other relevant management, operational and financial information as requested by Bank


Borrower has an obligation to keep the Bank informed of asset performance and to inform them immediately any significant
changes in circumstance occur



The Technical Bank may force Client to conduct additional due diligence if they deem it necessary
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Reserves Used to Determine a Borrowing Base
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Commercial
Sub-commercial

Discovered

Undiscovered
PIIP

Total Petroleum initially in place (PIIP)

Production
Reserves

1P √
Proved
(>90% certainty)

2P ?
Probable
(50% certainty)

3P
Possible
(<10% certainty)

Contingent Resources
1C
(low case scenario)

2C
(best case scenario)

May be included
in the Banking
Case but will be
subject to
“risking”

Prospective resources
Best
Estimate
Unrecoverable

Source: SPE, Petroleum Resources Management System
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Included in the
Banking Case,
subject to scrutiny
that may result in
a “haircut”

3C
(high case scenario)

Unrecoverable

Low
Estimate

Included in the
Banking Case

Considered for
the Banking Case
subject to
“risking” and/or
production history

High
Estimate
May be
considered for
inclusion in the
Banking
Case under
certain conditions

Never considered
for the Banking
Case
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Economic Assumptions – Oil Price Deck
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A major driver in recent surge in RBL issuance was the high
oil-price environment – something that is now coming home
to roost for many Lenders and Borrowers

Despite the current recovery in the oil price Banks
remain sceptical of its sustainability
Credit committees, who are responsible for scrutiny of
balance sheet lending, will be looking back nervously
at what has happened ( … certainty / known) and
not forward with any confidence at what may happen
( … speculation / unknown)
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Economic Assumptions – Oil Price Deck
Lenders’ Price Deck


Price decks for senior oil and gas transactions have been adjusted downwards to reflect the ongoing lower price environment

– note that price decks will always drop faster than they rise


Price decks can vary significantly between different lenders and price sensitivities are routinely conducted



Many pre-2015 RBLs have seen significant BBA reductions even though price decks used at that time were “conservative”

Hedging


Hedging is used to protect the Borrower against oil price declines but it can also increase debt capacity, as a portion of future
CFADS would be based on the (higher) hedged price



With the significant decline in oil price, there has been a trend by Lenders to request Borrowers to hedge a portion of their future
production at the Banking Case current price deck to ensure that the Borrowing Base Amount is protected



Hedging, particularly in a low oil price environment can be quite expensive and therefore the final hedging percentage will be based
on a cost and benefit analysis
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Coverage Ratios
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Determining a Borrowing Base Amount


The Borrowing Base Amount is initially sized on two time horizons – Loan Life and Field Life – and is the lower of :

– Loan Life NPV : the net present value of CFADS until the earlier of the loan maturity or reserves tail date divided by the Loan
Life Coverage Ratio (“LLCR”)

– Field Life NPV : the net present value of the CFADS until the earlier of the field end date (abandonment date) or the license
expiry date divided by the Field Life Coverage Ratio (“FLCR”)


A minimum Reserve Tail is required to ensure sufficient capacity to extend or re-finance, and may also define the Borrowing Base
Amount if the loan tenor has to be reduced



Coverage ratios applied are at lenders discretion and based on issues such as quality of borrower and assets and jurisdiction



Periodically cover ratios are re-calculated to ensure they do not breach those set-out in the facility agreement

Loan Life Cover Ratio
[typically 1.3x - 1.5x]

LLCR =

Field Life Cover Ratio
[typically 1.5x - 1.7x]

FLCR =

Reserve Tail
[typically 25% - 30%]

Reserve Tail =
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NPV of the forecast CFADS during the life of the loan
Total debt outstanding under the facility at that point in time
NPV of the forecast CFADS to field abandonment
Total debt outstanding under the facility at that point in time

(1–

Remaining Loan Life reserves
Field Life reserves at that point in time
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Amortisation Schedule and Potential Repayments


Maximum Available Amount to the Borrower is the lower of the Commitment Amount and the Borrowing Base Amount



RBLs are re-sized semi-annually and if the Borrowing Base Amount falls below the Commitment Amount an additional repayment
would be required

Borrowing Base Amount is based on the lower of the
LLCR and FLCR calculations
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Putting the BBA into Perspective
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4. The Redetermination Process
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Redetermining the Borrowing Base
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In the oil industry, political, economic and
technical issues have the annoying habit of
not behaving as predicted …
… as such a regular re-determination
process is built into an RBL
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Redetermining the Borrowing Base
Re-Determinations



The Borrowing Base Amount is typically recalculated semi-annually

– using the prevailing economic conditions and actual asset performance a revised set of technical and economic assumptions
are derived and the Banking Case updated


The Borrowing Base Amount can therefore increase or decrease more than originally forecast due to unforeseen changes,
particularly those outside of the control of the Borrower



The Borrower may benefit from an upsizing of the Borrowing Base if performance exceeds expectations, or if less conservative
technical assumptions are applied to the Banking Case because the Borrower is meeting milestones which gives comfort to the
Technical Bank and lenders



The re-determination process ensures an early warning of potential problems allowing the loan to be re-structured to suit forward
economic conditions



If circumstances change significantly out with the agreed redetermination schedule the Technical Bank can force an interim
redetermination
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Example Redetermination
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Initial

Original BBA forecast at Financial Close

Period 0

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

CFADS NPV

300

270

225

150

90

45

LLCR

1.5x

1.5x

1.5x

1.5x

1.5x

1.5x

Borrowing Base amount

200

180

150

100

60

0

20

30

50

40

60

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

255
1.5x
170
20
10

210
1.5x
140
30

135
1.5x
90
50

75
1.5x
50
40

35
1.5x
0
50

Amortisation

At First Re-Determination

Revised BBA at First Redetermination
CFADS NPV
LLCR
Borrowing Base amount
Amortisation
Additional Payment



Period 0

CFADS lower than expected
Re-calculated BBA is below
Commitment Amount
Additional payment required
to “cure” the BB deficit

Total re-payments remain the same (fixed by
the initial facility amount) but the re-payment
schedule has now changed

Provided the facility agreement allows, the Borrower can make additional payments or even pay-off the full loan amount at any time
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5. Relevance of a Typical Reserves Report
to the Banking Case
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So, after all of that … what do Bank’s need from a Reserves Report ?
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So, after all of that … what do Bank’s need from a Reserves Report ?
Reserves Reports and the Banking Case


Reserves Reports remain a key fundamental building block when developing a Banking Case to support Senior Debt

– provides credibility and independence from both the Client and the Bank’s business drivers
– typically conducted on behalf of the Borrower so are not always suitable for use in Senior Debt / Bank lending


Bank’s require an independent viewpoint and not a validation of the Client’s work

– as a minimum volumetrics, well productivity and production efficiency, CAPEX and OPEX, viability of development plans and
scheduling should be based on the Auditors own work and opinions

– clear description of the work flow undertaken specifically the fundamental methodology and assumptions
– clearly defined, accurate and consistent application of the appropriate Reserves Standards (particularly for PUDs)
– clear understanding of uncertainty and how the probabilistic cases have been derived (P90, P50 and P10)


Production and cost profiles over the loan-life are more important to a Bank than the ultimate reserves or resource volumes

– provided reserves meet the Reserves Tail covenant what happens after the expiry of the loan is almost irrelevant


Banking cases are more than not often defined by liquidity constraints, particularly in the current low oil price environment

– typically a reserves report does not take economic reality into account leading to the curse of the “paper barrel”


To build a Banking case requires the reported reserves and specifically the associated production profiles and costs to be broken
down to understand what is applicable to the loan-life and will influence the Borrowing Base Amount

– this level of granularity is seldom provided and wrong assumptions can be made or the Bank becomes over-conservative
(“doubling-dipping”) that will lower the Borrowing Base

– follow-up work, up to and including detailed meetings with the Auditor and the individuals who have conducted the work, are
often required which comes at a cost to the Client
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Suggestions for improvements to Reserves Reports to suit debt financing
Reserves Reports and the Banking Case


Don’t assume you can hide behind a “name”

– it may help initially but garbage in still equals garbage out no matter how it is gilded
– ensure that the processes used and the quality of work will stand-up to scrutiny
– experience of individuals, clear methodology, internal audit process and independence from Client gives more credence


Understanding the assumptions is crucial to a Bank so a more detailed write-up is required

– a report consisting of tables with no detail on how they were derived is of no use what-so-ever to a Bank
– a balance is required between a “sub-surface validation report” and a “stock exchange annual filing”


Banks will be wary when there is a change in Auditor and will want to understand the motivation for changing

– any upsizing of reserves will be treated with extreme caution
– don’t be scared to accept downward revisions, if they are warranted Banks will do this regardless of a new Auditors report


Try to find-out what the Reserves report will be used for and tailor it to suit – it cannot be a cookie-cutter approach

– if the report is used to support or to seek Senior Debt financing then be prepared to challenge the Client on the scope of work
– ideally the scope of work definition should involve dialogue between the Client, the Bank and the Auditor
– for complex and/or inter-dependant assets it may be that the Auditor becomes the custodian of the Banking Case


Finally, a “poor quality” Reserves Report will be reflected in the amount of additional risking a Bank will apply leading to lower
Borrowing Base Assumption or additional costs and time delay
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Disclaimer

This presentation is provided for information purposes only on the express understanding that the information contained herein will be regarded as strictly
confidential and proprietary to Standard Advisory London Limited (“Standard”). It is not to be delivered nor shall its contents be disclosed to anyone other than those
to which it is being provided and shall not be reproduced or used, in whole or in part, for any purpose other than for the consideration described herein. If this
presentation has been received in error it must be returned immediately to Standard. This is a commercial communication. The information does not include a
personal recommendation and does not constitute an offer, or the solicitation of an offer for the sale or purchase of any financial product, service, investment or
security. The information, investments and/or strategies discussed here may not be suitable for all investors; if you have any doubts you should consult your
investment advisor.
No liability is accepted by Standard and/or any affiliate, subsidiary or branch thereof (the “Standard Bank Group”) whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss
arising out of reliance upon all or any part of the information contained in this presentation. You are not relying on any communication (written or oral) from any
member of the Standard Bank Group as investment advice or as a recommendation to enter into any transaction; it being understood that information and
explanations related to the terms and conditions of a transaction shall not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to enter into that transaction. No
communication (written or oral) received from any member of the Standard Bank Group shall be deemed to be an assurance or guarantee as to the expected results
of that transaction. The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this presentation, no member of the
Standard Bank Group gives any representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or liability as to the accuracy, or
completeness, of the information, statement, assumption or projection contained in this presentation. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
For the avoidance of doubt, our duties and responsibilities shall not include tax advisory, legal, regulatory accounting or other specialist or technical advice or
services. You are to rely on your own independent appraisal of and investigations into all matters and things contemplated by this presentation. By accepting this
presentation, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Kindly note that this presentation does not represent an offer of funding since any facility to be
granted in terms of this presentation would be subject to the Standard Bank Group obtaining the requisite internal and external approvals. Copyright 2016 Standard
Bank Group. All rights reserved.
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Thank you. Questions ?
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